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Abstract
We propose an interactive image manipulation system

“large zero is on
left bottom”
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with natural language instruction, which can generate a
IMI

target image from a source image and an instruction sentence that describes the diﬀerence between the source
and the target image. The system makes it possible to
modify a generated image interactively and make natural
language conditioned image generation more controllable.
We construct a neural network that handles image vectors in latent space to transform the source vector to the

source image
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Fig. 1 Comparison of natural language conditioned image generation framework between cap2image (left) and image
manipulation with instruction (right).

target vector by using the vector of instruction. Additionally, we propose Source Image Masking (SIM), a method
for masking source image to clarify the changing points of
the generated image from the instruction. The experimental results indicate that the proposed framework successfully generates the target image using a source image and
instruction on manipulation in our dataset. Moreover, introducing SIM makes the training more stable and faster.

ward various computer-aided design applications; however, there is a gap from practical use. One of the major
problems of existing such systems is that users cannot
modify a part of generated images, even if they are not
satisfied with the details of generated images. If users
want to modify any parts of generated images, they need
to give new and more detailed descriptions. However,
such re-generation often cause changes on not only the
intended point but also some unintentional points in im-

1. Introduction

ages. To migrate the diﬃculties, complementary inputs

Interactions between an image generation system and a

help to generate the desired image. Sharma et al. [10] used

user with natural language are becoming popular. These

dialogue history data as complementary input to generate

interaction systems of an automatic image generation

MSCOCO images. However, such a large text input is not

from a natural language description, often called as cap-

intuitive for users of image modification.

tion2image or cap2image, have been successful in gener-

Whereas these cap2image approaches use only text in-

ating image of flowers [5], birds [14] and various objects

formation to generate an image, Image Manipulation with

in MSCOCO [4], using Generative Adversarial Networks

Instruction (IMI) [11] approach uses not only text infor-

(GANs) [7, 8, 10] or Auto-regression models [12, 13].

mation but also a source image as complementary input

Cap2image can be seen as a fundamental step to1
2
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to generate a new target image. It also can be seen as an
image-to-image translation problem conditioned by natural language. Figure 1 describes the diﬀerence between
cap2image and IMI. Natural language instructions do not
denote the descriptions of the target images, but the dif-
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source image

ferences between the source and the target images are de-

instruction

𝑋𝑠

scribed, i.e. “Expand zero to top right.” IMI framework
has advantages on not only providing a user a more in-

“make a chinese
𝐼
mustache”

ImEnc

IEnc

MGen

FC

tuitive and flexible modification interface but also making it easy to learn the generation system. The user does
not need keeping or considering any previous input scripts
about whole details of the image but only describing what
part should be changed and how.

Gen

However, the prior work of IMI framework by extending
mask

cap2image suﬀers from co-occurrence of undesired changes

ImEnc
with
mask

on the generated image [11]. To solve this problem, we
propose Source Image Masking (SIM) – masking a given

𝑋𝑡
Dis

source image to clarify the changing points of the gener-

real
fake

SIM

ated image from the source image and given instruction.
Fig. 2

Baseline (w/o SIM) and proposed (w/ SIM) network.

2. Image manipulation with instruction
(IMI)

The output of the FC ϕf c represents the target image

As shown in Figure 1, image manipulation with instruc-

age generator, matching aware method of Reed et al. [8]

tion (IMI) is the task to generate the desired image X t

is used. The final output ŷ represents the prediction of

by fixing some parts of the given source image X s . The

{real, fake}, which denote {match, mismatch} between

change from the source image is given by a natural lan-

the discriminator (Dis) output ϕd and the target image

guage instruction I, where I = (w1 , w2 , · · · , wT ). wt de-

feature ϕf c fed into the generator of DCGAN (Gen).

feature fed into image generator. For the training of im-

notes t-th word in the instruction I, and T represents

X̂ t = CN NGen (ϕf c )

(4)

the word length of I. During training, the model receives

ϕd = CN NDis (X) (X ∈ {X t , X̂ t })

(5)

(X s , X t , I) triplets. In testing, the model outputs a gen-

d

fc

ŷ = F CDis (ϕ , ϕ )

erated image X̂ t from a given pair (X s , I).

(6)

This model demonstrated some successful changes in IMI
2.1 IMI system with extension from cap2image
(baseline)

task. However, the model sometimes modifies not only
the part mentioned by the instruction but also the parts

Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial Networks

not mentioned.

(DCGAN) [6] are often used as a standard model for image generation with GANs.

Reed et al. [8] succeeded

2.2 The proposed source image masking (SIM)

to generate discriminative images from descriptions us-

The existing architecture of IMI system has a problem

ing DCGAN. Extending this model, Shinagawa et al. [11]

with changes which are not mentioned in the instruction.

provided an IMI model. Figure 2 shows the whole net-

We propose source image masking architecture to suppress

work architecture. W/ SIM denotes the proposed archi-

such undesired changes. There are two additional mod-

tecture in this paper, w/o SIM represents the architec-

ules – mask generator (MGen) and image encoder with

ture of Shinagawa et al. [11] as the baseline. The net-

mask (ImEnc with mask) as follows:

work is composed of four modules: source image encoder
( ImEnc) with CNN [3], instruction encoder (IEnc) with
1-layer LSTM [1], 1-layer fully-connected layer, and image generator (Gen and Dis) with DCGAN [6]. The source
image feature ϕim and the instruction feature ϕi are extracted by using ImEnc and IEnc, as follows:

ϕ

fc

im

= F C(ϕ

, ϕiT )

ϕ

imm

(7)

= CN NImEncwithmask (X ⊙ mask)
s

(8)

where the mask (channel size: 1) in (7) is replicated to
be the same channel to X s (channel size: 3) in (8). MGen
generates the mask which has [0,1] range. The mask and
the source image are multiplied and fed into ImEnc with
mask. Therefore, the mask works as a pixel-wise gate of

ϕim = CN NImEnc (X s )
ϕit = LST MIEnc (wt , ϕit−1 )

mask = CN NM Gen (ϕim , ϕiT )

(1)
(ϕi0 = 0)

the source image. We expect that ImEnc with mask ex-

(2)

tracts what part of the source image should be retained

(3)

or changed.
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source target

instruction

“put a black beard that ends before the ears”

3. Experimental settings
phase

3.1 Avatar Image Manipulation with Instruction

1

500

700 1,000 2,000 4,000 4,350 5,000

w/o SIM
(baseline)

(AIMI) Dataset

w/ SIM
(proposed)

We constructed a dataset for IMI task, which consists
of triplets: (source image, target image, instruction). We

Fig. 3 generated examples on each epoch.

collected avatar image pairs in AvatarMaker.com1 . An

We trained the models using Adam [2] (α = 2.0 ×

avatar has various attributes, i.e., gender, eyes, mouth,

10−4 , β = 0.5) until 5000 phases. Images are resized to

background, etc.

64 × 64. Hidden size is 128 for ϕi and ϕf c ; 1024 for ϕim ;

The construction procedure of the

dataset is as follows:

512 × 4 × 4 for ϕimm . Batch size is 64. Vocabulary size is

( 1 ) An source image is generated with random attributes.

1892. We used feature matching [9] to stabilize training.

( 2 ) One attribute of the source image is changed to gen-

4. Experimental results

erate a target image.
( 3 ) Both of the source image and the target image are

Figure 3 indicates generated examples on each phase

shown to crowd workers on crowdsourcing, and they

for an example in validation set. While w/o SIM took

add an instruction that describes the diﬀerence be-

over 4,000 phases to generate a similar image to the tar-

tween the source and target image.

get image, w/ SIM generated a more similar image under

After cleaning of these annotated instructions, we finally

1,000 phases. This indicates that introducing SIM makes

got 4,756 valid triplets of (source image, target image, in-

the training more stable and faster. To select models for

struction). We divided the data into train, validation, and

the evaluation, we looked at the loss curve line of feature

test set in proportions of 90%, 5% and 5%, namely 4,296,

matching in training. Although the training GANs is not

230, and 230 examples. We also collected randomly gener-

stable, we found that feature-matching loss is relatively

ated images without any instructions – total size: 161,065.

useful to select the better model. Judging from the generation results on each phase and the whole validation loss,

3.2 Training detail

we selected the model of phase 4,350 for the baseline and

During training, we repeated the training without in-

phase 700 for the proposed model, respectively.

structions (w/o instruction) and with instructions (w/ instruction) phase of 2,200 examples alternatively.

We used test set (230 examples) for the quantitative
evaluations. As the objective evaluation, we compared

In w/o instruction training phase, we utilize an image
as a source and a target image. We train a model as
an auto-encoder to generate the same image to a given
source image. The instruction vector was set by zero vector. The aim of the w/o instruction training is supporting
the image-generator learning to generate clear target im-

MSE scores between generated images and target images
by using the baseline and the proposed model. The results were 4.92 × 10−2 for the w/o SIM (baseline) and
3.31 × 10−2 for the w/ SIM (proposed). It indicates that
the generated examples by using the proposed model are
better than that of baseline.

ages. Note that the masking layer is not trained in this
phase because there are no diﬀerences between the source
and target images.
In SIM

model, the ground truth of mask can be provided by comparing a pair of source and target image. Thus, we provide
the ground truth mask, whose pixels are set by zero where
the pixels in the same position of the source and target
image are diﬀerent, otherwise set by one. We also provide a mask loss function, mean squared error between a
generated and the ground truth mask, to encourage SIM
model to work correctly.
1

http://avatarmaker.com/

age, an instruction, and generated images by using the
baseline and the proposed model to human evaluators.

In w/ instruction training phase, we utilized full triplets
of (source image, target image, instruction).

As the subjective evaluation, we showed a source im-

We used crowd sourcing2 for the evaluation. Each crowd
worker provided a preference for randomly-ordered each
pair of generated images (A,B) in five-grade (1: A is much
better than B, 2: A is better than B, 3: the results are
comparable, 4: B is better than A, 5: B is much better
than the A). Considering reversed order cases, 460 examples were evaluated by human evaluators in total. Each
example was evaluated by three workers and each worker
evaluated up to 10 examples. Finally, we obtained 1,380
evaluated results. After the restoring of reversed-ordered
2

Crowdflower: https://www.crowdflower.com/
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source target

baseline

proposed

“delete the lips making the mouth totally plane”

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we tackled the image manipulation with

“put a more pronunciated nose, remove the nose holes”

instruction (IMI) problem, by using natural language instructions. We proposed source image masking (SIM) to
suppress undesired changes in the generated images. The

“put transparent lenses on the face”

generated examples of the proposed model had advantages
on both of objective evaluation: mean squared errors to
the reference, and subjective evaluation: human evalua-

“put on a long mustache”

tion via crowdsourcing. Dealing with more complicated
changing is a future work toward useful computer-aided
design systems that can interact with users.

“put a beard on him”
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